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ABSTRACT
A long-standing challenge has been to directly image faint extrasolar planets adjacent to their host suns, which may
be 106 – 107 times brighter than the planet. Several extreme AO systems designed for high-contrast observations
have been tested at this point, including SPHERE, Magellan AO, PALM-3000, Project 1640, NICI, and the Gemini
Planet Imager (GPI). The GPI is the world’s most advanced high-contrast adaptive optics system on an 8-meter
telescope for detecting and characterizing planets outside of our solar system. GPI will detect a previously
unstudied population of young analogs to the giant planets of our solar system and help determine how planetary
systems form.
GPI employs a 44x44 woofer-tweeter adaptive optics system with a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor operating at
1 kHz. The controller uses Fourier-based reconstruction and modal gains optimized from system telemetry. GPI
has an apodized Lyot coronagraph to suppress diffraction and a near-infrared integral field spectrograph for
obtaining planetary spectra. This paper presents first light results with the GPI and discusses current performance
limitations. Finally, this paper discusses the necessary instrumental modifications and sensitivity calculations for
scenarios related to high-contrast observations of non-sidereal targets.
1.

HIGH-CONTRAST ADAPTIVE OPTICS IMAGING

Detecting and characterizing faint exoplanets orbiting their host stars has long been a challenge in astronomy. The
difficulty of these observations is due primarily to overcoming the extreme brightness ratio between the host star and
the planet. In the case of a solar system analog at a distance of 10pc, the required contrast ratio approaches 109 at an
angular separation of 0.1 arcseconds. The most common instrumental solution to this problem is to design an
instrument firstly to resolve the desired star-planet separation, with either ground-based Adaptive Optics or spacebased platforms, and secondly to achieve high system contrast. “Extreme” Adaptive Optics refers to AO systems
optimized to deliver high system contrast, or a large ratio between the peak amplitude of the Point Spread Function
(PSF) and the level of the scattered light at a given field position. In practice, there are multiple sources of scattered
light that must be addressed separately: These include light diffracted by the target object, light scattered by the
atmosphere, speckles induced by non-common path errors, detector effects, etc [1].
Diffraction of starlight due to the finite size of the telescope primary mirror is an important source of noise that
decreases the effective contrast. The spatial scale of the diffraction pattern is set by λ/D, where λ is the imaging
wavelength and D is the telescope diameter. The well-known Airy diffraction pattern sets the contrast floor at 103 –
105 below 1” radius for H-band observations on an 8-meter telescope, making detections of objects significantly
fainter than this level difficult. A classic Lyot coronagraph is capable of suppressing diffraction to the 107-108
levels, sufficient to detect Jupiters lit by the heat of their own formation [2].
A major concern for ground-based high-contrast AO systems is the wavefront errors caused by the atmospheric
turbulence. Adaptive Optics systems control wavefront errors over a range of spatial frequencies set on the high end
by the actuator size of the deformable mirror. As a result, AO systems combined with a coronagraph produce

characteristic PSFs (Figure 1) with a corrected “dark hole” defined in size by the highest controllable spatial
frequency and an uncorrected seeing halo beyond. In order to achieve contrast levels of 107 and below, wavefront
errors need to be controlled to a few tens of nm. Aliasing wavefront error, due to high spatial frequency wavefront
content aliasing to lower frequency errors, can be addressed with a spatially filtered wavefront sensor [3].
An important wavefront error effect that limits contrast is quasi-static speckles that evolve slowly with time. Most
other sources of scattered light are random, zero-sum processes that average with the square root of exposure time,
meaning the effective contrast can be improved to some extent by exposing longer. However, speckles caused by
slowly-evolving wavefront errors due to miscalibration of the AO system or non-common path wavefront error can
imprint a speckle pattern on the PSF that will not smooth with time. Speckles resemble point sources and can easily
be confused with planetary signals. Suppression of quasi-static speckles to the 107 contrast level imposes harsh
requirements on the AO calibration and non-common path error in a high-contrast AO system.

Fig. 1. Simulated Extreme AO Point Spread Function assuming a d=18 cm subaperture size, 10 meter aperture, and
a spatially-filtered wavefront sensor [3]. Reproduced from Figure 1 of [1].
2.

GEMINI PLANET IMAGER

2.1. Overall Subsystems. The Gemini Planet Imager is a high-contrast extreme AO system designed for the Gemini
Telescope in Chile. The system is designed with four major components: (1) a high-order adaptive optics system to
compensate atmospheric turbulence, (2) an infrared calibration wavefront sensor to track and measure slowlyvarying non-common path wavefront errors, (3) a Lyot plane coronagraph to suppress physical diffraction caused by
stuck MEMS actuators and pupil edges, and (4) an integral field spectrograph to measure spectra of exoplanets and
separate speckles from planets spectroscopically [4]. The GPI optical design is shown in Figure 2. The AO system
is a 44x44 woofer-tweeter architecture utilizing a 64x64 Boston Micromachines MEMS device and an ALPAO DM52 woofer mirror. The wavefront sensor is a spatially-filtered Shack-Hartmann design sensing visible light. The
spatial filter feeding the wavefront sensor is an adjustable square field stop with default size of 2 λ/D in the focal
plane. The adaptive optics control system uses optimal modal Fourier-transform reconstruction with on-line
optimization of gains from telemetry [5].
2.2. CAL System and Coronagraph. The IR calibration wavefront sensor is composed of two sub-systems: (1) a
high-order, white light phase-shifting interferometer to track slowly varying wavefront errors and (2) a low-order
Shack-Hartmann (N=7) wavefront sensor [6]. The interferometer interferes a fraction of the science-path light with
a reference wavefront created with light passing through pinhole. GPI has an apodized pupil Lyot coronagraph [7]
composed of a hard-edged focal plane occultor, undersized pupil-plane Lyot stop, and moderate apodization
function [4]. The occultors are reflective and the apodizers are manufactured with microdots on a transmissive
optic.

2.3. Integral Field Spectrograph. The sensor is an integral field spectrograph (IFS) with 14 milliarcsecond spaxels
operating in the near-infrared YJHK bands [8]. The IFS measures a spectrum at each field pixel, allowing planets to
be separated from atmospheric speckles by their varying spectral signals (Spectral Differential Imaging) and
improving contrast by factors of 2-5. The GPI IFS uses a lenslet array to split the focal plane into spaxels; the
beams from each lenslet are re-imaged to pupils and dispersed with a prism. The spectra are separated by enough
space on the detector to keep crosstalk at an acceptable level.

Fig. 2. Optical layout for Gemini Planet Imager. Reproduced from Figure 1 of [4].
2.4. Verification and Commissioning. The GPI was installed at the Gemini Telescope in Chile in Nov 2013 and
used for science in Verification and Commissioning runs in November 2013, March 2014, May 2014, and
September 2014. These runs focused on characterizing the temporal performance of the AO system, measuring
system Strehl and other performance metrics, and detection of previously known exoplanets. Several scientific
demonstration images taken during these runs are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Fig. 3. Beta Pictoris b [9] (credit to C. Marois for data reduction and post processing).

Fig. 4. HR4796A dust disk in unpolarized light [10].
3.

SENSITIVITIES FOR HIGH-CONTRAST IMAGING OF GEO BELT TARGETS

3.1. Simulation assumptions. We now present estimates of GPI’s limiting sensitivities if it were used to image at a
distance of 35,800 km in the GEO belt. Given certain assumptions, we use contrast curves measured on-sky during
GPI’s verification and commissioning runs to calculate sensitivity to faint secondary objects nearby a bright primary
object. For these calculations, we assume that the target object guided on is a Lambertian sphere of 10 meter
diameter. We assume that the source of the primary object’s luminance is reflected solar light and that the phase
with respect to the earth is 90 degrees (“half-moon” illumination). The albedo of the primary object is assumed to
be 50%. These assumptions for the primary object are summarized in Figure 5. All simulated observations are
assumed to be in H-band, matching the wavelength of the on-sky measured data.
3.2. Contrast Adjustments. To estimate the contrast for exposure times shorter than those used to obtain the on-sky
calibration data, we assume that the contrast scales with the square root of the exposure time. For bright guide stars
(V < 7), the dominant contributor to the contrast floor is quasi-static speckles that do not behave as a random, zerosum process, so the contrast scales less steeply than this power. However, because we are scaling the contrast
measured from long-exposure on-sky data (> 30 minutes) to estimate the contrast expected for short exposure data
(< 1 minute), using a square root dependence is a conservative choice — the contrast is likely better than our
estimate for short exposures. For faint guide stars, the dominant contributor to the contrast floor is the photon shot
noise of the uncorrected seeing halo, which is a random noise source that should average as the square root of time.
We must also make an adjustment to the measured contrast for differences in guide star magnitude from the
measured data. For this adjustment, we turn to end-to-end simulations of the GPI’s AO system, optics, and integral
field unit described in [11]. Based on the same Fourier Mode control algorithms used to control the GPI AO system
[5], these simulations also account for residual speckle noise cancelling using angular and speckle differential
imaging postprocessing techniques. For bright guide stars, the contrast is limited by quasi-static speckles, while the
performance is limited by photon shot noise in the seeing halo for fainter stars.
We use these simulations to measure the scaling law between contrast and guide star magnitude at any radiallyaveraged field position. At faint magnitudes (V < 9), the contrast scales approximately inversely as the guide star
brightness at all field radii. Since the faint object sensitivity is simply the product of the contrast and the guide star
magnitude, this implies that the absolute sensitivity to nearby faint sources approaches a constant limiting flux as the
guide star magnitude is decreased, which continues until the AO system loses lock.
GPI’s best on-sky contrast for bright stars (V = 7) is somewhat lower than the simulated contrast due to additional
noise terms. Thus we use the simulations only to measure the proportionality between contrast and guide star
magnitude, anchoring the V=7 performance to measured on-sky data. Since other AO systems used for this estimate

are of similar architecture to GPI (AEOS has a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor and traditional single-conjugate
DM-WFS layout), we use GPI’s contrast vs. guide star magnitude trends to similarly adjust AEOS’ on-sky measured
performance.

Fig. 5. Assumptions for simulations of Gemini Planet Imager contrast.

Fig. 6. Long exposure contrast comparisons for bright target (V = 7) for AEOS, Keck NGS AO, and GPI. H-band
flux is plotted as a function of radial separation from the primary object. AEOS data: [12], [13]. Keck/GPI data:
[14].
3.3. Best Measured Contrast. Plots of the best sensitivities obtained by GPI, the Advanced Electro-Optical System
(AEOS), and the Keck Natural Guide Star (NGS) system are shown in Figure 6 as H-band fluxes. The AEOS data
are obtained from [12], which describes the best contrast obtained at the AEOS telescope with the Project 1640
coronagraph, and [13]. The Keck and GPI data are obtained from B. Macintosh [14]. All data shown in Figure 6

are measured on-sky while guiding on bright stars of V < 7. The Keck NGS and GPI data are for 45 minute
exposures; the Project 1640 data is for a 30 minute exposure. All data use angular differential imaging to improve
contrast. Figure 6 also shows the fluxes produced by nearby secondary objects of varying sizes and albedos,
assumed to be Lambertian spheres lit by solar irradiation, shown as horizontal lines.
3.4. Estimated Sensitivities for Short Exposures. Figure 7 plots the estimated faint object sensitivities for the
Project 1640 system and GPI for (1) a more realistic primary object magnitude of V = 10 and (2) a more realistic
exposure time of 30 seconds. The contrast curves have been modified from the Figure 6 data according to the
scaling laws described in Section 3.2. The dashed line in Figure 7 shows the best laboratory data for GPI, also
scaled accordingly [15]. The laboratory data was obtained with a telescope simulator internal to the GPI instrument,
which includes a rotating phase plate simulator of the blowing atmosphere and a fiber source for a guide star. Note
that the best GPI laboratory data has better contrast than the best on-sky data by factors of 10-30x for projected
separations of less than 50 meters.
3.3. Sensitivities with Primary-Secondary Relative Motion. Figure 8 plots the same faint object sensitivities shown
in Figure 7. The dashed lines in Figure 8 shown the reduced sensitivities expected in the case that the faint
secondary object is moving with a projected speed of 36 m/s, or 0.2 arcseconds per second. This value is the speed
required to cross a typical Extreme AO imaging field of view (6”) over the course of a 30 second exposure. Both
compared systems see reduced faint object sensitivity in the case of relative movement between the primary and
secondary objects, as the object “streaks” and its surface brightness decreases.

Fig. 7. Short exposure contrast comparisons for 10-m target (V = 10) for AEOS and GPI. AEOS data: [12], [13].
Keck/GPI data: B. Macintosh, [14]. The best GPI lab data is shown as a dashed line [15].

Fig. 8. Short exposure contrast comparisons for 10-m diameter target (V = 10) for AEOS and GPI with and without
object movement. Moving object sensitivities as shown as dashed lines.
Figure 9 shows the same contrast curves of Figure 7 and 8, with descriptions of which types of wavefront errors are
likely to contribute to particular regions in contrast space. At close separations (< 100 meters), the contrast is
limited by errors that produce low spatial frequency errors, i.e., temporal and vibration errors. At large separations
(> 100 meters), the contrast curve flattens due to fundamental limitations in the point source sensitivity imposed by
the diameter of the telescope and the resolution. For AEOS, the contrast at separations less than ~1.5” (the cutoff
frequency of the AO system) is likely limited by high spatial frequency, quasi-static wavefront errors that scatter
light to large radii.
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4.

CONCLUSIONS

The Gemini Planet Imager has achieved the highest imaging contrast yet demonstrated on an 8-10 meter class
telescope with natural guide stars. The GPI was the first extreme AO system specifically designed for only one
purpose – to maximize imaging contrast for the purpose of detecting planets outside of our solar system. In this
manuscript, we calculate the GPI’s expected sensitivities for non-sidereal targets making certain assumptions of the
target object size, magnitude, and illumination properties. Comparing to the contrast curves measured for the
Advanced Electro-Optical System and the Keck Natural Guide Star AO system, the GPI produces higher contrast
and greater faint object sensitivity at closer target separations than competing AO systems.
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